Hyer Extends Greetings to Student Body

Stressor Debt of Gratitude Due Parents, "Joy In The Giving"

By PRES. F. R. HYER

The Christmas season is like unto no other season of the Christian year. As the day approaches which Christians observe as the birthday of Him who in life and soul and word brought to mankind the message of peace on earth, good-will toward men, there comes to every- one a feeling of genuine and benevolence felt at no other time. In commemoration of His great gift to the world we are moved to make gifts to our relatives and friends. Friends who have been neglected during the year are remembered now.

At this time we realize that there is greater joy in giving than in receiving, and we appreciate that a gift is measured not by its cost in dollars and cents, but by the spirit in which it is given.

"Tis not the weight of jewel or state,
Or the faddle of silks or gait;
But the spirit in which the gift is rich,
As the gifts of the Wise Men were;
And we are not told whose gift was gold
Nor whose the gift of myrrh.".

"The gift without the giver is bare." During the years gone by.

(Continued on Page 4, col. 1)
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Primaries Busy Making Presents

Miss Colman, head of the Primary Department, has called The Pointer's attention to the fact that the article carried in the last issue of this paper regarding the Primary department is not correct in all its details. We are glad to present this corrected version.

The first grade at the training school is making silk dolls, calico cats, and ginghams which are to be presented to the Red Cross for distribution at Christmas time. This work is being done under the supervision of Miss Tobias. The second and third grades are preparing gifts for the children's parents. Miss Brown and Miss Bizer are in charge, each grade is making plans for a Christmas party.

With this, your last issue for the year, the staff of The Pointer wishes the best of the holiday season to the faculty and student body of this college. And to the Editor, we wish for the speedy recovery of his mother, at whose bedside he is now.

Merry Christmas

Wausau Choir 24 Squad Men Orchestra In Get Football Xmas Program Awards Today

Tonight the well known Wausau choir of the First Presbyterian Church will entertain the student body and their friends in the main auditorium at eight o'clock. Students will not be required to show their activity tickets to gain admission. The program, which will consist of Christmas carols by the visitors, will be supplemented by the college symphony orchestra under the direction of Mr. J. Michel- sen. The music, however, will not accompany the singers but will fill in the interludes between series of numbers. This is the third public appearance of the orchestra within a week.

Sixty Voices

The Wausau choir, a unit of about sixty mixed voices, under the direction of Mr. Mauritz Lundholm, is well known in this city.

For the past four years they have given programs in the 1st Presbyterian Church located on Main St.
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Men's Glee Club Holds First Smoker Tonight

The Men's Glee Club is holding a "Smoker" at the Gingham Tea Room this evening at 7:30. This social gathering is the first of its kind in the organization. It is intended to acquaint the members of the organization with each other.
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Central State Teachers' College has had a most successful year and we have every reason to be happy. We take this means to extend to you the Holiday Cheer we feel.

College will close with the completion of classes Friday afternoon for the Christmas recess and will open Monday morning, January 8.

Wausau Christmas Cards

The students of the college will have their Christmas cards printed at the expense of the college. They will be sold at the following prices:

$1.00 for sixty cards
$2.00 for one hundred cards
$5.00 for seven hundred cards

These cards will be sold in the main auditorium. The proceeds will be given to the students' club.
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FACULTY MAN DESIGNS TOGS FOR MUSICIANS

Major Share Of Required Sum Already Realized From Drive

The dream of the College band, and director Peter J. Michelsen, is almost certain to come true within the next few days.

Under the impetus furnished by Lawrence Bogardus, who has already passed the half way mark, Bergdell informs the Pointer that the support given by the college was almost unanimous. The entire staff, including those from the main building, training school, and the demonstration school, co-operated to an extent far beyond that expected.

Large Personal Subscriptions

They have given personal subscriptions totaling $253. In addition, the townpeople have shown an unusual interest in this project. In a later issue of the Pointer, proper credit will be given those who have aided the band in its attempt to secure the necessary equipment.

Giovanni Designer

The uniforms, which were specially designed by Peter Giovanni, will be worn by the band. The caps will be of a distinctive, octagonal shape. On them will appear the insignia of the college crest. Just above the wreath, the letters "C. S. T. C." stand out against a blue background.

Distinctive Coat

The coat, a double breasted style, with roll collar, will sport shiny buttons. Adding an artistic touch to the shoulder straps, which match the buttons for color, will be a metal lyre and two solid bars. Over the split in the coat will be a series of shoulder bars, each one of which will be different symbols of the Greek god of music.

On The Gold Standard

In the position where service stripes are placed on athletic sweaters, the band coats will have an emblem on each arm. The letters ""C. S. T. C."" written on them. The lower sleeve will carry a scroll and two bands at either end. The trowsers have a gold stripe running down the outside seam.

Three companies were selected from which the uniforms are to be purchased. They will submit bids for sixty suits and a contract will be awarded to the lowest bidder.
CULTURE

It has come to our attention that some individuals of this institution consider our assembly programs rather too high-brow for the general run of students and that more interesting subjects should be offered in their place. These people feel that if the consensus of opinion were to be taken, one would find that a large majority favored this books两年前 the more normal question that we were paid and enjoy the most, instead of this so-called artistic stuff," they say.

When these persons speak of the majority preferring the champagne old time fiddler of Maine, for instance, to Fritz Kreisler or J. Horace McFarland, they are not necessarily suggesting that they refiend or have not been properly trained and have learned to understand and love true art. One does not necessarily have to be an artist or have a so-called artistic soul to appreciate excellence. Some of the world's greatest critics and followers of the Beaux Arts have been unable to paint, act, or play a note on a musical instrument.

The primary purpose of college is to serve as a center of learning and culture. Certainly that purpose would be lost were we to accede to these imbecile demands and convert the institution into an amusement parlor and burlesque. We are not here to be amused. Rather, we are here to acquire a scholarly and cultured outlook that will enable prospective teachers of tomorrow to pass on to the next generation the benefits of our training and knowledge.

WILL YOU CONTRIBUTE?

From The Stoutonia

People are evaluated by what they give. Not in the sense of charity, or of duty, but of a sincere willingness to serve. Throughout the histories of nations we study the actions, lives, and characters of countries. The same holds true of the past. Whether your contribution has been good or bad, you are at least recognized. Men that have lived on the surface of things and have neither married nor polished the finish are soon forgotten as they are placed on the zero mark of the human race.

Today, people can not isolate themselves from the scheme of things. What one does involves and affects the life of everyone to a degree and what the total group practices rigidly governs the action of the individual. And so in college, students must either be the dynamic force, the promoters, instigators, and leaders or the followers or tools of these leaders.

Milestones, Speech Play, Well Received

Tuesday night, December 19, Mr. Burroughs' speech about the student "Milestones," in the college auditorium. The gate receipts from this presentation, which was coached by Mr. F. Rogers Constance, were donated to the college to be used in paying for stage equipment. Peter J. Michelsen's college symphony society, "Santa Claus Only Lacking in Hall: All Else Is There," carried the audience before the rising of the opening curtain and between acts.

The play, a three act English costume play written by Arnold Bennett and Edward Knoblauch, represents the development of the United States Teachers College Prize, from 1880 to 1912.
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Santa Claus Only Lacking in Hall. All Else Is There

The feeling of the Rooseveltian renaissance, a spirit of the brotherhood of man as taught by Jesus Christ, and recently emphasized by the NRA seems to have reached the hearts of the halls. Bennett and Edward Knoblauch, State Teachers College. Every corridor has at least two beautifully decorated Christmas trees.

One can not help remarking on the general atmosphere around school when compared to that which existed last year. Can it be that the awakening confidence of the business world has reached the walls of the intellectual institutions?
CAGERS TAKES SCORING HONOR IN RAGGED TILT

Gregory And Marsh Defeats Starke.

Stout 33
River Falls 21
La Crosse 21
Oakshott 42
Milwaukee 23

COME ON, BOYS
STOR HURT
KITCHEN, CARROLL
SO RED ITS RURAL DEPARTMENT.

Bull Fouaht

John Collins, freshman center, played twenty minutes and made three baskets and two free tosses to annex the scoring honors. Nolan Gregory, co-captain of the squad, dropped 11 points and is seeking a suitable name for his team.

Scovell Star

For the De Pere boys, Scovell and Sowbell, midget guards, functioned well besides dropping in two goals this afternoon. It is hoped the boys will be available for the game with the Mountie team.

Box score

Stevens Point—FG FT PF
Hansen f 1 1 1
Abel f 0 0 0
Gordon f 0 0 0
Klenk t 1 2 3
Unfort h 0 0 0
Winn, c 0 0 0
Collins, s 1 2 3
Becker g 0 0 0

Total 10 13 16

St. Norbert—FG FT PF
Younger f 1 2 3
Bodette, f 1 2 3
Huntley, f 1 1 1
LaCaptain, f 0 3 3
Markward, f 3 0 3
Van Groningen, f 0 0 0
Moynihan, t 1 1 2
Cordy, t 1 1 2
Block, g 0 0 0
Scovell, c 1 0 0

Total 7 14 16

CITY FRUIT EXCHANGE
Fruits & Vegetables
457 Main St.
Phone 51

STEVENS POINT MOTOR CO.
309 Strongs Ave.
Phone 82
ALWAYS OPEN

THE MODERN TOGGERY
Socks-Tie-Shirts and Other Accessories
450 Main St.
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your parents have given much of themselves and their earnings to you who are students in this college. At this time the richest satisfaction to them is the realization that their hopes and prayers for you are being fulfilled, that you are measuring up to their expectations for you. They are looking forward to your coming to them for your Christmas vacation with a joyous longing.

Give of yourselves to them during the holidays as you have never given before. Make the hearts of those who love you thrrob with the joy of knowing that you are sacrificing as they have made and are making for you. No other gift compares with the love and appreciation of a son or a daughter to father and mother. Make this the best Christmas they have ever had, in that respect, and yours will be a Merry Christmas and the New Year will be a happy one for you.

May your vacation be filled with joy and happiness, and may you return to your work with a new resolution to do better than the best you have done is the wish of

Yours sincerely,

FRANK N. SPINDLER

College Station, Texas
Dec. 29, 1933

Dear Professor Spindler:

I have been very much pleased to receive two copies of the Pointer and find that B. P. N. is still "carrying on." You will be very much surprised, no doubt, to find that though I happen to be an elder in a Presbyterian Preby Church I have written on the fly leaf of my Bible a quotation taken from one of your lectures in History of Education. I spent very pleasant evening about a month ago looking over the notes I had written on the margins of Davidson's History of Education.

Things are going very well here and our Department is just making into new quarters built by money secured from oil discovered on school land.

I can not imagine Wisconsin being Democratic as the G. O. P. always claims that you will agree with them.

With kindest regards,

DUNCAN H. REID

Duncan H. Reid graduated from the 4 yr. English Course in 1907 from the University of Oxford with a degree in 1922 M. S. degree. He was a fine student here, a gritty football player and on the track squad. He is now Professor of Poultry Husbandry at the A. and M. College of College Station, Texas.

New Books In The Library

Prometheans, by Burton Roscoe Putnam 1933

The well known author of Titans of Literature in which he continues to tell of those who, in the art of literature, have, like Prometheus, brought fire and warmth to their fellow men.

Revolt of the Masses by Joe Orton. New York 1932

The new play, a fine one, has been written by the great talent, Orton. The play is a satire on the mass of people that have been pulled into the time of today.

The Wisdom of the Body Walter B. Cannon: Norton 1932

A fine volume written by a physiologist explaining how by regulating body temperature, blood pressure, salt content of the body, brain wave activity, and other factors the human body preserves the stability that constitutes health.

America Through Woman's Eyes by Mrs. Mary Beard MacMillan 1933

A history, incomplete but impressive of woman's part in shaping our national life in pioneering, industry, agriculture, business, suffrage, war and peace. From the diaries, letters, histories and other forms of writing in which women have left records of their activities.

Inquiring the Essentials by B. N. Armstrong MacMillan 1932

Includes a general survey on comprehensive discussion of the various subject of social insurance. The author's thesis is minimum wage plus social insurance -- a living wage program.

The Case for and against Psychical Belief by C. A. Murchison Clark University by Sir Oliver Lodge and others 1927

A fair presentation of the pros and cons of the subject. Part one contains papers by men and women who believe in such phenomena, Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Mary Austin and others.

Part two and three are composed of articles by people convinced of the rarity or improbability of spirit manifestations; and part four contains two articles antagonistic to the claims of spiritualism; one by Joseph Jastrow and the other by Harry Houdini.
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I HAD A DREAM by John THE JANITOR

This week I want to introduce some new characters and at the same time start the story proper. Next week, and each issue thereafter will have been presented, you will have a chance to become acquainted with more of the players.

More cast:

The Widow... Willard Conklin
Baseball Joe... Donald Unferth
Graham MacNamee... Robert Neale
Pratt... Donald Mills
Preacher... Donald Mills
Brocky... Donald Mills
Napoleone... I L P. Misch
Cherry... C E. Evans

Now to go on with the story;

Along about eight o'clock in the evening, I came out to the college to do my nightly duties. Mr. Michelsen met me at the west entrance with a petition in his hand. His hair was badly mussed and he could see that he was anxious about something. His first statement was: "Chon, dey vant dee pand to haf new uneefoms. Vee don't vant dat, vat vee vant es poobleece. vill (with a whine in his voice) you sign dees paper to stop President Hyde from sendin' dey order? Eef de members of de pand ha' to vare new uneefoms dey will not play in playebick. Well, being a friendly sort of a fellow, I signed.

Hurrying along the corridor in the basement I thought it would be a good idea to warn Eddie Kotal that something strange had come over Piccolo Pete. Can you imagine my surprise, upon entering "Dynamite's" office, when a scholarly looking young man asked me in a slow, easy drawl, "What'll you have?" At the left of this sophisticated gentleman was none other than that big brute, and football captain, Celestine J. Nuese. As Kotal slowly got up from the chair, and took off his horned rimmed glasses, he explained: "I'm trying to prove beyond any reasonable doubt that Bacon is the author of the dramas now commonly credited to Shakespeare. That has been a matter that has absorbed a great deal of my thinking for several years, and with the aid of Warren Becker, I'm going to hunt this thing out to the bitter end." The room was completely surrounded with big, hard looking books, and in another book were old Latin editions, so I guess the coach is going to the source to prove his point.

(The To Be Continued.)

Collegiate Student Assembly Program To Be Given January 11

By GEORGE MAUER

A collegiate and pep student assembly program has been arranged and will be presented immediately after the Christmas vacation.

The program will be given on Thursday, January 11, in the auditorium and will be made up of local college talent.

Crooners, dancers, orchestra selections, jass and other collegiate numbers appealing to the modern and flaming college youth will be found on the spicy program.

Robert Broome will be on the program to sing the hearts of the feminists with his crooning numbers; Donald Halverson will tickle the ivories with the latest jazz hits, Ray "Topper" Thompson, who has a baritone voice that will rock many a gal, will accompany himself on his banjo, James Parshall will perform with his accordion (and he can play anything from Polish waltzes to Nuese's "Lazy Bones") etc.

The complete program will be announced in the next issue of the Pointer.

Mention 'The Pointer'

Compliments of ROSENOW'S

"The Bank That Service Built"

The Big Shoe Store

419 Main Street

Inexpensive Shoes for Expensive Feet

FORMAL SPORT OR

EVENING FOOTWEAR

TAP DANCING SLIPPERS
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Clark; John Carpenter; John J. Pershing; Mirko Jelusich; Countess Alexandra Tolstoy; Joan of Arc--vol. 1; William J. Peck; Alice Roosevelt; Theodore Roosevelt; Disraeli; Rousseau, the child of nature; My experiences in the war; Caesar; The tragedy of Tole}
JOINT SOCIAL MEETING
Tan Gamma Beta Sorority entertained Omega Mu Chi Sorority at a Christmas Party Tuesday evening.

FORMAL DINNER
Miss Alice Mae Doraha and Miss Jean Boyington were hostesses at a formal dinner Saturday evening. Mrs. F. S. Hyer, Mrs. E. L. Kotal, Miss Edna Carlsten, and Miss Bessie Allen were the guests.

PRIMARY PARTY
The Primary Council had a Christmas party in the Training School Monday evening. Christmas carols were sung. Marion Mainland was chairman of the entertainment committee. Genevieve Larson was chairman of the refreshment committee.

HONORARY SOCIETIES INITIATE
Siga Zeta Fraternity initiated their new members Tuesday evening.
Margaret Askenin Club initiated their members last Wednesday.

Y. W. C. A. CAROL SINGERS
Members of the Y. W. C. A. will again visit different homes this year and sing Christmas Carols. They will perform Thursday evening.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
Ye Olde Yuletide Spirit Fills Halls Of Training School
Christmas spirit not only fills our college corridors, but those of the Training School too.
Friday at eleven o'clock the pupils of the Training School will go caroling. In the afternoon at two o'clock, the Junior High School Department will have its Christmas Program.

PRESENT PLAYLET
Miss Gertie L. Hanson and Burton Pierce are in charge of the program. J. M. Davidson is in charge of the decorations.

Mr. J. M. Davidson is in charge of the program for the afternoon. It consists of a playlet, "Light of the Star," to be given in the auditorium of the third floor, which has been fitted for the occasion. Music will be furnished by the Junior High Band.

Santa In Attendance
After the playlet the faculty, student teachers and children will be dismissed to the J. H. Assembly, where they will exchange gifts. There is a possibility that Santa may be there with surprise refreshments.
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Jos. N. L. V. R. M. C.
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ART STUDENTS DECORATE ROOM FOR YULETIDE

Miss Carlsten’s Classes Place Interesting Toys On Exhibition

The holiday spirit prevails in the Art room located in the north west corner, on the second floor, of the main building. College students will find it worth their while to drop around that way and take a look at the work now on exhibition there.

Another Santa Claus

Under the direction of Miss Edna Carlsten, Art class 105, (an intermediate group), has made window transparencies. Some are painted on with show card paints and others are made of paper. In one window may be seen a trio of choir boys singing carols, while in another is a colonial lady delivering gift. In the fire escape doorway is jolly old Santa Claus wishing all who see him a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Class 110 (Primaries), has made stocking dolls, bright colored stuffed animals, and sponge toys. This same group has originated some clever Christmas cards.

Educational Toys

Art 109 (Home Ec freshmen) has developed felt wall hangings in floral designs. This week they are working on tooled leather articles. Favors for Christmas dinner tables are being modeled by the class.

Class 105 has spent considerable time this past week with materials such as cardboard, cloth, clay, wood, paint, yarn, and tin, developing gifts that children appreciate.

RINGER SHOE CO.

Ringness Shoes
Fit Better
Wear Longer
417 MAIN STREET
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MIXIN’ ‘EM UP

by the crew

By far the most graceful athlete on the basketball squad is John Collins. How many of you noticed with what ease he took the “Schwahn” dive? It was a treat for sore eyes. I wonder how deep the water is? He hasn’t come up yet.

Mr. Michelsen informs The Pointer that the only member of the band who will receive a new uniform this year will be none other than our own Maurice Skinnaire. The new suit will be a gift from that would be journalist, “Scotty”.

It seems kind of dirty to us after all the work the French horn section has done to help get new uniforms for the band, but Director Michelsen and Peter Giovanni ni gave them for a Christmas present, last Tuesday, some “canned notes”. They said “they blew all the other ones away”.

Did you know that there is a certain Helen in this school who is Fiehl’s to Pete Peterson?

Nuesse Asks Seniors Have Pictures Taken

Celestine J. Nuesse, editor of the Iris, has asked The Pointer to request that all graduates have their pictures taken in the near future and that they present them to the Iris as soon as possible. Graduates who have not as yet filled in the information blanks may secure one from the main office on the second floor. This should be taken care of at once.

The printing contract for the annual will probably be let today or tomorrow. For the past several seasons the work has been done by the Badger Printing Co of Appleton, Wis.
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Compliments of Boston Furniture & Undertaking Co.
Established 1888
Where Your Dollar Buys More

KUHL’S DEPT. STORE
401-405 Main St.

IF YOU BANK YOUR DOLLARS NOW, BY AND BY YOU WILL BE ABLE TO BUY AND BUY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Capital & Surplus $250,000
Largest in Portage County

A. L. SHAFTON & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS
“HELLMANS”
Thousand Island Dressing
Mayonnaise Dressing
Sandwich Spread
Try “HELLMANS”
Better Than The Rest

TAYLOR’S

Our Gifts aren’t expensive yet have appeal

Diaries $1.00 up
Cutex and Alazo sets 35¢ up
Bath Salts 50¢ to $1.50
Colognes 40¢ to $2.50
Perfumes by the DRAM
any odor in crystal cut bottles
Stationery and Notes 50¢
Candy 50¢ - 65¢ - $1.00 the pound

We would like to tell you about them all.

TAYLOR’S DRUG STORES
Strong Ave. South Side